
AyrKing DrumRoll 
Automate your breading process 

The company you trust to care for your breading, offers an automated breader that maintains high 
standards while simplifying your operations & training. DrumRoll mimics your current batch breading 

processes, only better! The product you serve is ultra-consistent, just like your customers expect. Plus 
breading and oil savings add up quickly with the DrumRoll. It integrates seamlessly on your AyrKing 

single sifter table. No need to rearrange your kitchen or add a worktable. 

 

PICTURE IS  BBS-U-4830-BPC TABLE W/ DRUMROLL 

 
CUSTOMER COMMENTS 

“Greatly reduced the amount of product pull due 

to inconsistent breading” 

 “Consistent product” 

“… this is a beneficial piece of equipment” 

“less worries about new hires getting the right 

amount of flour on chicken” 

“saves on flour cost and evenly distributes 

breading” 

“It breads great chicken, very even.  Perfect 

color, perfect product.” 

“breading consistency cannot be matched” 

SAVE BREADING, SAVE OIL, SAVE MONEY 
Uses 13% less breading and 5% less oil than hand breading* – Savings go straight to your bottom line  
 
DRIVE CONSISTENCY 
Produces beautiful chicken regardless of who is cooking (32% consistency improvement*) 
 
INCREASE PRODUCT AVAILABILITY 
Speeds production time to free labor for other tasks (25% faster than hand breading process*)  
 
SIMPLIFY OPERATIONS 
Full batch processing - No hand breading steps, No piece by piece loading required 
 
NO FOOTPRINT REQUIREMENT 
DrumRoll rests right on top of your current AyrKing single sifter table 
 
INTEGRATED SIFTING 
Sifting is fast and simple as breading empties directly into the sifter lug 
  
EASY CLEANING 
Breaks down easily and fits your PowerSoak or standard sink – Only 8 pieces & wipe the drive base 
 
SPEED TRAINING 
Faster team member on-boarding plus simpler cross-team training 
 
IMPROVE MORALE 
Lessens physical demand on cook which can help to attract & retain quality team members 



AyrKing DrumRoll 
Set DrumRoll on your AyrKing sifter table, next to existing breading lug. Pour chicken from the dip 
basket onto DrumRoll loading chute. The DrumRoll tumbling action consistently coats chicken with 

breading and ejects breaded chicken down unloading ramp to a feathering basket.  Simply hand rack 
individual pieces for your fryer. No hand breading or hand loading of individual pieces on a conveyor. 

 
 

Complete Drum Assembly weighs 22 lbs.  
Drive Base with enter and exit ramps weighs 44 lbs. 

 115V, 60 Hz or 230V, 50 Hz 
USA Patent #8001920 

 
 
 

From the name you’ve trusted for nearly 40 years 
 

AyrKing Corporation       Telephone 502-266-6270 
2013 Cobalt Dr         Fax 502-266-6274 
Louisville, KY 40299        www.ayrking.com 

 
 
 

* Indicates percentage data documented by major chicken chain testing 


